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Image Information Mining - Exploration of Earth Observation archives

Mihai Datcu, Wessling, Klaus Seidel, Zürich

1 Introduction

Information mining opens new perspectives and a

huge potential for information extraction from large
volumes of heterogeneous images and the correlation
of this information with the goals of applications.

The image archives are heterogeneous, huge data
repositories, they are high complexity sources of val¬

uable information, e.g. the Earth Observation data
archives contain millions of optical, radar and other
types of images and data. Die exploration of their
content is not an easy task. Among the promising
methods proposed in the recent years are those for
data and information mining. However, accessing the
image information content involves highly complex
Problems arising primarily from the huge volume of
data, the extensive information content, and the sub-

jectivity of the user interpretation. The present article
analyzes those Image Information Mining methods
seen as information transmission problems: the source
of information is an image archive, the receiver is the
Community of users. Data and information mining are
exploratory processes focusing on the techniques for
analyzing and combining raw data and detecting
patterns and regularities within the data set. Die suc-
cess of the exploratory information search depends
on the capacityof the search engine to capture and
describe the füll complexity of the data. Thus we make
use of concept integrating multiple methods: infor¬
mation theory, stochastic modelling, Bayesian infer-
ence, machine learning. Information theory deals with
encoding data in order to transmit it correctly and
efficiently. Die theory of stochastic processes and
machine learning deals with estimating modeis of data
and predicting future observations. There is a rela¬

tionship between these fields: as the encoding of the
data by the probabilistic model is the most compact
and the most descriptive, there is a fundamental link
between information and probabilistic modeis. This
link is the base for the implementation of optimal
algorithms for information extraction, detecting cau-
salities, and for the design of information Systems
implementing image information mining functions.
The article presents and analyzes several methods for
mining the information content of large image reposi¬
tories and demonstrates image mining functions, like
search by example, search by data model, exploration
in the scale space and image complexity, knowledge
acquisition, and adapting to the user conjecture.

2 From content based image retrieval to mining
image information

The continuous expansion of multimedia into all sec-
tors of activity faces us with a double explosion:

the number of image data sets,
the data size and information variability of each

image,

e.g. with a digital camera we can produce 10 GB of
images during a three weeks holiday, a satellite sensor
can produce 100 GB per day.

It has been known for many years that classical image
file text annotation is prohibitive for large data bases.

The last decade is marked by important research
efforts in the development of Content Based Image
Retrieval (CBIR) concepts and Systems (Veltkamp et
al. 2001). Images in an archive are searched by their
Visual similarity with respect to color, texture or shape
characteristics. With the continuous development of
image size and information content, CBIR was soon
no longer satisfactory and Region Based Information
Retrieval (RBIR) Systems were developed (Veltkamp
et al. 2001). Each image is segmented and individual
objects are indexed by primitive attributes like color,
texture and shape. Dius, RBIR is a Solution to deal
with the variability of image content.

However, both CBIR and RBIR are Computer cen-
tered approaches, i.e. the concepts could only margin-
ally or not at all adapt to the user needs. Consequently,
the image retrieval Systems were equipped with rel-
evance feedback functions (Cox et al. 1996). Die Sys¬

tems are designed to search images similar to the user
conjecture. The algorithms are based on analyses of
the probabilities of an image relative to the search

target. A feedback mechanism taking this part into
account is introduced.

Another interesting approach was developed based

on a learning algorithm to select and combine feature
grouping and to allow users to give positive and neg¬
ative examples. Die method refines the user interac¬
tion and enhances the quality of the queries (Minka &
Picard 1997).

Both previously mentioned concepts are first Steps
to include the user in the search loop. Thus, they are
information mining concepts developed during the
trend of designing human centered Systems (Insert
1).
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Where is the information? - The information is in modeis. Information about
an unknown variable x can be obtained if we are able to model the incertitude
of the variable. If the probalilistic model is p(x), the information ii, then

i(x) log(4r)

In the case of mining information in large Earth Observation (EO) archives,
we need to build hypotheses about the possible modeis describing the data.
We base our model on the prior knowledge of the image formation process,
thus being able to describe the causalities which link the physical parameters
of the scene to the image content and further to the user understanding in
terms of symbols and semantics he or she is using.

A simplified image
formation process
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Insert 1: The generic image formation process upgraded with the user modeis
Traditionally, in the Interpretation of EO data two Operations are performed:

1. image understanding which has as goals the Classification and/or recognition of 2-dimensional
structures in the data,
2. scene understanding with the extraction of scene parameters from the 2-dimensional image
Observation.
In the case of image information mining the problem faced is more complex. The large amount
ofdata implies a broad diversity of image structures and therefore a much larger class
of modeis is needed.
In our approach we propose a quasi-complete image content description for optical data with
the use of
1. spectral signatures
2. texture
3. multiscale structural analyses
4. geometrical features.
However, other sensor data require different types of modeis, e.g. synthetic aperture radar
data needs specific modelling ofthe coherent phenomena.
Bild-Gewinnungsprozess mit Berücksichtigung der Nutzer
Le processus de formation de l'image genenque adapte aux modeles de Vutilisateur
Graphics: Image Information Mining (Cooperation DLR/ETHZ)
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Fig. 1: Quantitative versus pictorial information
Explanation: Top: Visualization of a Digital Elevation Model (DEM) data set of Davos, Switzerland. The information on terrain
height is contained in the pixel intensity, the information is quantitative and is not rieh in Visual meaning. Bottom: Satellite image
(Landsat TM) ofthe same area. The information is pictorial, thus aggregation ofcolors, textures and geometrical objeets at diffe¬
rent scales makes it possible to understand the scenery of an alpine ski resort.
Quantitative oder bildmässige Information
Le quantitatif contre le contenu image de l'information
Source: Landsat-TM

3 Images and image information

Compared with Data Mining the field of Image Infor¬
mation Mining reaches much higher complexity result¬
ing from:

the huge volume of data (Tb to Pb),
the variability and heterogeneity of the image data
(diversity of sensors, time or conditions of acquisi¬
tion, etc.),
the image content, its meaning often being subjee-
tive, depending on the users interest,
the large ränge of user interests, semantics and con-
textual (semiotic) understanding.

tures, thus relating it to the (human) visual pereeption
and understanding. A picture is characterized by its
primitive features such as color, texture and shape at
different scales. Its pereeption and understanding is in
the form of Symbols and semantics in a certain semi¬
otic context (Zhang et al. 2001).

However, the coneept of image is beyond the pictorial
understanding. Images are multidimensional Signals,
like Computer tomography, hyperspectral images or
results of simulations. They are communicated to users
via 2-dimensional Visual projeetions. These images can
contain quantitative, objeeti ve information, as acquired
by an instrument.

In general, when we talk of images we understand pic- In Fig. 1, an example is presented for the visualization
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Fig. 2: The hierarchical representation of the image information content, and the causalities to correlate the user
conjecture to the image content
Explanation: The key elements are the quasi-complete image signal description by extraction of the elementary features. the data
reduction by clustering, thus inducing also a measure ofsome similarity over the feature space, the utilization ofthe Cluster modeis
as elements of an abstract vocabulary which in an interactive process enables the learning ofthe semantics ofthe target and the
user conjecture.
Hierarchische Darstellung des Informations-Inhalts eines Bildes und die Zusammenhänge zwischen den Nutzer-
Annahmen und dem Bildinhalt.
La representation hierarchique du contenu de Tinformation d'images, et les causalites destinees ä correler la con¬
jecture d'utilisateur avec le contenu de l'image.
Graphics: Image Information Mining (Cooperation DLR/ETHZ)

of a data set of a Digital Terrain Model (DEM) in
comparison with a color rendered satellite image of
the same Alpine region. The Visual information in the
DEM image is not easy to read. Die information of ter-
rain elevation is contained in the image samples. Die
color image, however, shows the complexity of picto¬
rial information.

From the perspective of image information mining
both types of images, pictorial and multidimensional
Signals give rise to the same problem. Their under¬
standing depends on the accuracy of:

information content modelling,
modelling the users understanding.

Thus, image information mining can be seen as a com-
munication task.The source of information is the large
heterogeneous image archive. The receiver is the Com¬

munity of users. The accuracy of communication, i.e.
the success of finding the information needed as explo¬
ration results, depends on the accuracy of the previ-
ously assumed levels of modelling.

4 Information mining: concept

We developed a theoretical concept for image infor¬
mation representation and adaptation for the user con¬
jecture (Datcu et al. 1998; Datcu et al. 1999: Datcu
& Seidel 1999; Schröder et al. 1998; Schröder et al.
2000). A quasi-complete description of the image con¬
tent is obtained by utilization of a library of modeis.
The feature extraction basically splits the image con¬
tent into different information Channels. An unsuper¬
vised clustering is done for each information Channel
as an information encoding and data reduction Oper¬
ation. Then, during the Operation of the system, an
interactive learning process allows the user to create
links, i.e. to discover conditions between the low-level
signal description and the target of the user.

The image features reflect the physical parameters of
the imaged scene, thus, assuming the availability of
certain modeis, the scene parameters can be extracted.
For example, color and image texture carries informa¬
tion about the structure of object surfaces. However, in
the case of modelling high complexity signals, a large
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Fig. 3: Example of image information content extraction in a Landsat-TM image of Switzerland
Explanation: Left: Spectral image content (in red) obtained by the correlation of a specified düster model with the pixel position
in the image. Right: Texture image content obtained in similar manner. Here, however, the textural information characteriz.es struc¬
tures, thus the resulting Classification has connected areas. The information is indexed enabling the discoverv of all images with
similar spectral or textural properties.
Beispiel der Bestimmung des Bildinformationsgehalts in einer Landsat-TM Szene in der Schweiz
Exemple d'extraction de contenu de l'information d'image dans une image de Landsat-TM de la Suisse
Source: http://isis.dlr.de/mining

number of sources coexists within the same System,
thus multiple candidate modeis are needed to describe
the information sources in the image. Also, to reduce
complexity, to capture the class structure, to discover
causalities and to provide computational advantages,
the modeis are likely to be analyzed hierarchically.The
hierarchical information representation is further pre-
sented and depicted in Fig. 2:

Image data: the information is contained in the sam-
ples of the raw data. It is the lowest level of informa¬
tion representation.
Image features: the Performance of information
extraction depends critically on the descriptive
or predictive accuracy of the probabilistic model
employed. Accurate modelling typically requires
high-dimensional and multi-scale modelling. For
non-stationary sources, accuracy also depends on
adaptation to local characteristics. For a quasi-com¬
plete characterization of the image content, informa¬
tion is extracted in the form of parameters charac-
terizing color or spectral properties, texture as
interactions among spatially distributed samples and
the geometrical attributes of image objects.
Meta features: estimation of the image features
requires the assumption of some data modeis. Die

type of model used, its evidence and complexity,
offers a form of meta information, e.g. it describes
the quality of the extracted parameters. From a
data aggregation perspective, a meta feature is an
indicator of information commensurability, e.g. esti-
mated texture features using co-occurence matrix
are not comparable with parameters of Markov
random fields. Die meta features have semantic
value.
Cluster model: the signal features have n-dimen-
sional representations. Due to Observation noise or
model approximations the feature space is not occu-
pied homogeneously. Another level of information
abstraction focuses on the type of feature grouping.
e.g. the Cluster modeis and their associated parame¬
ters. The obtained Clusters only represent informa¬
tion for each category of the features.
Semantic representation: it is known that the dis-
tinction between the pereeption of information as
Signals and symbols is generally not dependent on
the form in which the information is presented but
rather on the conjecture in which it is pereeived,
i.e. upon the hypothesis and expeetations of the
user. Augmentation of data with meaning requires a
higher level of abstraction. The extracted informa¬
tion, represented in the form of classes, is fused
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A Bayesian Approach for Image Information Mining.

A Bayesian stochastic model is the tuple

Kylx)>K*)}

where p(y|x) is the parametric likelihood model and p(x) is a prior distribution defined in the

parameter space. The Bayesian Theorem

11 \ Kvi-vVv)

shows how the information in x is updated by the information contained in the data y.
A Bayesian hierarchical model assumes the prior p(x) is decomposed in conditional distributions

{p(x|©1>(e1|e2),..,p(0|1)}

where ^(©^ is the marginal distribution.
From this perspective information mining in image archives is defined as a Bayesian learning of a

hierarchic model

M/|coMco|L)}

which explains the dependencies between the image data (/). the image content extracted with
different modeis (<a) and the semantic labeis (L) defined by the user.
Die inference is carried on as a Bayesian network, as presented in the figure below.

p(COj|Ik) p(L ii^j/

Three mining functions can be implemented:
1. the search of all images containing a target semantic label

P(L\{I})

2. the discovery of the stochastic image modeis explaining a given semantic level

P(L\{<S>})

3. the search of all images containing a certain model

pHUD

The three mining functions are exploiting the hierarchical causalities modeled by a Bayesian network.

Insert 2: A Bayesian approach for Image Information Mining
Ein Bayesischer Ansatz für das Image Information Mining
Une approche bayesienne de 1'«Image Information Mining»
Source: Image Information Mining (Cooperation DLR/ETHZ)
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Fig. 4: Scale selection in aerial photography
Explanation: On the left, the structures in the image correspond to a fine scale. On the right, the same image may be seen, but
at a rougher scale. The scale of structures in images is a fundamental descriptor. both in relation to the Visual 'Interpretation, and

objectively in relation to the resolution ofthe sensor. The parameters of a multiscale random file are used to automatically detect
the relevant scales. The information is indexed enabling the discovery ofall images with structures at similar scales.

Skalenauswahl in Luftbildern
Selection d'echelles en Photographie aerienne
Source: http://isis.dlr.de/mining

in a supervised learning process. Prior information
in the form of training data sets or expert knowl¬
edge is used to create semantic categories by asso-
ciations to different information classes. Thus, the
observations are labelled and the contextual mean¬
ing is defined.

In order to implement the hierarchical representation of
the image information content, the data is pre-processed.
First, the image features are extracted for different image
scales. Then, the image features are clustered, before a

signal content index is created using the Cluster descrip¬
tion, the scale information and the type of stochastic
model assumed for the image parameters. A Bayesian
learning algorithm allows a user to visualize and to
encapsulate interactively his prior knowledge of certain
image structures and to generate a supervised Classifica¬
tion in the Joint space of Clusters, scales, and model types.
Die index of each image pixel is encoded by the spatial
correspondence of the class information. The user is ena-
bled to attach his meaning to similar structures occur-
ring in different images, thus adding a label in the archive
inventory. JTiis label is further used to specify queries.
Die hierarchical information, meta-information, associa-
tions and semantic labeis are stored and managed by a

Data Base Management System (Insert 2).

4.1 Mining driven by primitive signal features
Mining driven by primitive signal features, such as

spectral signatures or structural patterns, is enabled by
the exploration of the links between the Cluster and
image data levels. Examples of spectral and textural
signature mining are depicted in Fig. 3. Spectral mining
is an example of physical, quantitative model explora¬
tion. For the Landsat-TM images used in the example
only 6 spectral bands were selected.

4.2 Theoretical criteria of mining information
In the exploration of large image archives with rieh
information content it is important to group the data
according to various objeetive information criteria.
This helps the users to Orient themselves within the
search process.

One important characteristic is the scale at which rel¬

evant information is concentrated. We used a multi¬
scale stochastic process for automatic scale detection
and segmentation (Rehrauer et al. 1999; Rehrauer
& Dactu 2000). An example is shown in Fig. 4. The
exploration of image archives by scale is a process
which implicitly uses a priori knowledge assumed by
the user, i.e. the ratio of the image resolution and size
of objeets he or she is searching for.
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Fig. 5: Image complexity
Explanation: Top: Example of images oflow (left) and high (right) spectral complexity. Bottom: Example of images oflow (left)

and high (right) structural complexity. The complexity ofthe images was measured as Kuliback-Leiber entropy at the Classification

and clustering levels in the information hierarchy. The low complexity images are poor in information content, high complexity

images show more «activity» thus giving a better Chance to discover «interesting» structures or objects. The complexity values are

indexed, enabling the discovery of all images with a similar behavior.

Bild-Komplexität
Complexite d'image
Source: http://isis.dlr.de/mining

The complexity of images is another information
theoretical criteria used to rank images. The com¬

plexity is defined as the Kullback-Leiber diver-

gence between the Cluster level and the image data
level. The complexity depends on the quality and

type of model used. In Fig. 5, images are compared
according to their spectral and textural complex¬

ity.

4.3 Mining by interactive learning
Interactive learning is the process of discovering the

links between the user interest (target), the image con¬

tent in terms of describing modeis and the images

containing the assumed structure (Dactu et al. 1999;

Schröder et al. 2000). In a first step, interactive learn¬

ing uses a Bayesian network to create the links between
the concept and Cluster levels. During interactive learn-
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Fig. 6: Interactive training
Explanation: Top: Interactive training using fusion of spectral and textural information at thefinest image scale. The target seman¬
tics is «meadow». Bottom: Interactive training using fusion of textural information estimatedfor the scales 1:2 and 1:3. This is the
same image as before, but the target semantics is «mountain». Interactive learning is a form of information mining which enables
adaption to the user conjecture. It isapurely exploratory fimction based on learning, fusion and Classification processes, using the
pre-extracted primitive attributs of an image, and allowing an open, very large semantic space. The user defined target is generalized
over the entire image archive, thus allowing further exploration.
Interaktives Training
Apprentissage interactif
Source: http://isis.dlr.de/mining
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Probabilistic Search Result for label_2662

A. Images with highest coverage of label_2662 (Click
on an image to continue learning on it):

OK
m

results
are

tmgeo__404_l_4 tmgeojWJJ tmgeo_404_3J tiHgeoJQ4X2 8ös4
24% 18% 16% 15%
label 2662 label 2662 label 2662 label 2662

tmgeo_427_2_6 tmgeo_404_l_5 tmgeo_4Q4_2_l tmgeo_404_2_4
14% 13% 13% 13%
label_2662 label_2662 label_2662 label_2662

Probabilistic Search Result for alps

A. Images with highest coverage of alps (Click on an
image to continue learning on it):

OK
All

results
;0

good
tmgeo_427_3_6 tmgeo_427_3_4 tmgeo_427_4_6 tmgeo_427_3_S
96% alps 95% alps 95% alps 93% alps

tmgeo_292_6__6 tmgeoJ92_6_5 tmgeo_404_6_5 tmgeo_427j4J
91% alps 89% alps 89% alps 88% alps

Fig. 7: Probabilistic search
Explanation: Top: The result of a probabilistic search for images containing «meadow». Bottom: The result of a probabilistic
search for images containing «mountains». Both query results correspond to the interactive training as defined in Fig. 6.

Wahrscheinlichkeitssuche
Recherche probabiliste
Source: http://isis.dlr.de/mining
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Fig. 8: Semantic CBIR on Synthetic Aperture Radar X-S AR SRL images of Switzerland

Explanation: Top: Result of semantic query - discovering Settlements. The Images have been automatically analyzed at Ingestion

in the archive, and a catalog entry was created for all images containing built up areas. Bottom: Each image has attached to it

the result ofthe Classification. The regions marked in red correspond to villages and cities, thus the result ofthe search is a list of
images, augmented by the expected semantic image content.

Semantische inhaltsorientierte Bildabfrage anhand von Synthetic Aperture Radar-Daten (X-SAR SRL) der Schweiz

CBIR semantique sur des images de radars ä Ouvertüre synthetique X-SAR SRL de la Suisse

Source: http://isis.dlr.de/mining

ing the image data (quicklooks) are used to give exam-
ples and to index the spatial position of the target struc¬

tures. In a second step, also using a Bayesian approach, a

probabilistic search over the image space is performed.
At this stage the links between the concept level, Clus¬

ters and image data levels are created. The learning
process uses positive and negative examples, both from
the user and Computer. It is a man-machine dialog.

In Fig. 6, an example is presented for the exploration
of different modeis (texture at various scales and spec¬

tral signatures) to discover different semantic objects
in the data.

Die results of the probabilistic search are depicted in
Fig. 7 for the cases indicated in Fig. 6.

4.4 Semantic Content Based Image Retrieval
Following automatic processing at data ingestion or in
a semi-automatic manner using an interactive learning
process, the System can create links between the con¬

cept level and the image data and Cluster levels.
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Fig.l): Die geographica] location of the images obtained as a result of the semantic query (Fig. 8)
Geographische Lage der llilder gemäss der semantischen Abfrage (Fig. 8)
La localisation geographique des inniges obtenues comme resultal de l'interrogation semantique (flg. 8)
Source: http://isis.dlr.de/mining

Ihe user is enabled to specify semantic queries at the

Kim ept level and Ihe system returns all images with
du- specffied content,including a classilication on indi-
vidtial images, An example is given in Fig. 8.

In the case of Earth Observation the geographical
location is also used as meta-information allowing the
location of the intensity images as indicated in Fig. 9,

to be found.

4.5 Knowledge driven image information mining and
user conjecture

During Ihe interactive learning and probabilistic search
the database management System (DBMS) holds a

record of:

retical measurement of the Standard of the learning
process.

5 System architecture of information mining

The system is implemented in a server-client architec¬
ture as presentcd in Fig. 10.

This concept was implemented and successfully de-
monstrated with an on-line cxperimental system (see

http://isis.dlr.de/mining). Die novel mining functions
currently provided by the system may also be seen in
the diagram.

ihe user semantic,
die combination of modeis able (o explain the user's

target,
the Classification ofthe target structure in each indi-
vidual image,
a sei of Statistical and information theoretical criteria
rellccling the effectiveness of the learning process.

The information and associations collccted represent
a pool ot knowledge harvested in this manner or
learned from the various system users. This infor¬
mation is used for other mining tasks and is itself
objeel of mining, e.g. grouping of semantic levels, rel-
evance feedback, Joint grouping between the seman¬
tic space and the Statistical or the information theo-

6 Conclusions

We were able to develop a new concept for image
information mining which puts a user centcred per¬
spective in the foreground, thus highlighting the com-
municative aspect of information ming.The hierarchy
of information representation in conjunetion with the

quasi-complete image content description, enables

implementation of a large variety of mining functions.
The concept was demonstrated for a variety of Earth
Observation data. Further work is being performed
for the development of intelligent satellite ground Seg¬

ment Systems and value adding tools. However, its

potential is broad and other flelds of applications are
possible, such as medical imagery, biometrics, etc.
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Fig. 10: The system architecture. In yellow the server, violet the client.
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rraphics: Image Information Mining (Cooperation DLR/ETHZ)

Ihe pioposed concept is far away from being fully
escploited. Prcscntly ongoing theoretical development
is profoundaling the problcmatic of image complex¬
ity. In the case of high heterogeneity observations the

complexity and the coursu of dimensionality are two
key issues which can hinder the Interpretation. There¬

fore, as an alternative Solution to the «Interpretation»,
we propose an exploratory methodology approached
from a information theoretical perspective in a Baye¬
sian l'rame.

Another direction is the analysis of Cluster modeis from

In recent years most of the available satellite images over the territory of Switzerland
have been stored in the Swiss National Remote Sensing Image Archive. This archive
was initiated and is maintained by the National Point of Contact (NPOC) of Switzerland
in Cooperation with the Swiss Federal Office of Topography and the Remote Sensing Labs

(RSL) at the University of Zürich (www.npoc.ch).

Die archive is installed at the Centro Svizzero di Calculo Scientifico (CSCS, Swiss High
Performance Computer Center) in Manno which belongs to the Swiss Federal Institute
of Technology (ETH).

As a result of an ongoing research activity al the Computer Vision Lab (ETH), a Multi¬
Mission Dcmonstrator (MMDEMO) has been set up in order to show the advantages as

soon as more sophisticated catalogue Systems become available. A variety of datasets
of the national archive are used in the demonstrator for content-based querying and

retrieval techniques: http://www.vision.ee.ethz.ch/~rsia/

Insert y. Swiss National Archive for Remote Sensing fmages
Nationales Archiv der Schweiz für Satellitenbilder
Archives Nationales Suisses pour les «Remote sensing images»
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the perspective of an «objective» semantic approach,
aiming at the elaboration of methods to understand
the nature of the feature space.

A direction of application of the developed methodo-
logy is the mining of temporal series of images, consid-
ering the integration of spatio-temporal signal analysis.

Even the concept of learning the user conjecture was
to some extent demonstrated. Difficult areas, such
as developing image grammars and representation of
image content in different contextual environments
are under further research. Die former is a semantic
problem which can arise between different users when
they dehne or describe the same structures differently,
requiring the primitive attributes, features, domains,
values or causalities to be translated.
A number of challenges, mainly in the design of multi-
dimensional DBMS, man-machine interfaces and dis-
tributed information Systems, will probably be investi-
gated soon (Insert 3).
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Summary: Image Information Mining - Exploration
of Earth Observation Archives
Die new generation of high resolution imaging satel¬
lites acquires huge amounts of data which are stored
in large archives. The state-of-the-art Systems for data
access allow only queries by geographical location,
time of acquisition or type of sensor. This information
is often less important than the content of the scene,
i.e. structures, objeets or scattering properties. Mean-
while, many new applications of remote sensing data
are closer to Computer vision and require the knowl¬
edge of complicated spatial and structural relation-
ships among image objeets.

We are creating an intelligent satellite information
mining system, a next generation architecture to help
users to rapidly collect information, a tool to enhance
and to manage the huge amount of historical and
newly acquired satellite data-sets by giving experts
access to relevant information in an understandable
and directly usable form and to provide friendly inter¬
faces for information query and browsing.

Research topics are within the frame of Bayesian
learning, content-based querying, data modelling and
adaptation to user conjecture.
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Zusammenfassung: Image Information Mining -
Erforschung von Erderkundungsarchiven
Die neue Generation hochauflösender Satellitenbil¬
der liefert grosse Datenmengen, die in entsprechend
grossen Archiven gespeichert werden. Moderne Kata¬
logsysteme erlauben nur Abfragen nach dem geo¬
graphischen Ort, der Aufnahmezeit oder dem Sen¬

sortyp. Diese Information ist nun oftmals weniger
wichtig als der Inhalt einer Szene, wie er durch Struk¬
turen. Objekte oder deren Streuverhalten gegeben ist.
In der Zwischenzeit gehören viele neue Fernerkun¬
dungsanwendungen eher zu Computer vision. denn sie

benötigen das Wissen über die recht komplizierten
räumlichen und strukturellen Zusammenhänge zwi¬
schen den Objekten.

Nous creons un Systeme intelligent d'extraction de

l'information satellite, une architecture de prochaine
generation pour aider les utilisateurs ä recueillir rapi-
dement l'information dans le cadre de leur projet.
Nous creons aussi un outil destine ä faciliter la maitrise
de l'extraordinaire quantite de donnnees desormais
disponibles, tant ä valeur historique que presente. Nous
comptons faciliter aux experts l'acces ä l'information
appropriee sous une forme comprehensible et directe-
ment utilisable en vue de la fourniture des interfaces
accessibles ä l'information et la lecture rapide. Les
sujets de recherche sont structures autour de la theorie
Bayesienne de l'interrogation basee sur le contenu, de
la modelisation de donnees et de la prise en compte du

comportement des utilisateurs.

Wir bauen ein intelligentes Informationsabfragesy¬
stem für Satellitenbilder auf. Mit einer neuen Abfrage-
Architektur wollen wir den Datennutzer einmal bei
der Auswahl der Fernerkundungsbilder unterstützen,
die für seine Aufgaben geeignet erscheinen, zum ande¬

ren sollen Werkzeuge bereitgestellt werden, welche die
bessere Nutzung der Daten gewährleisten und die es
erlauben, der ausserordentlich grossen Datenmenge
Herr zu werden, die durch die historischen und neuen
Datensätze zur Verfügung stehen. Dazu soll den Exper¬
ten die relevante Bildinformation mit Hilfe von benut¬
zerfreundlichen Abfragemenus in einer verständlichen
und direkt nutzbaren Form angeboten werden. Die
Forschung liegt in den Bereichen des Bayesian Ler¬

nens, inhaltsorientierter Abfragetechniken, Datenmo¬
dellen und der Berücksichtigung des Benutzerverhal¬
tens.

Teaching of Geography - pertinent questions
- How is Image Information Mining defined in com-

parison with the fields of Data Mining, Tmage Analy¬
sis. and Content Based Image Retrieval?

- Which are the hierarchical levels of image informa¬
tion representation. and which is the role ofthe hier-
archy?

- Imagine and design scenarios for utilization of the
Image Information Mining concepts in your field of
application.

Resume: Extraction d'information provenant d'images
- Exploration des archives d'observation de la terre
La nouvelle generation d'images satellite haute reso¬
lution permet d'acquerir une importante quantite de
donnees qui est stockee dans d'importantes archives.
Les systemes dernier cri pour l'acces aux donnees
permettent seulement des questions par emplacement
geographique, periode d'acquisition ou type de sonde.
Cette information est souvent moins importante que
la teneur de la scene, c'est-ä-dire structures, objets ou
leurs proprietes de dispersion. En attendant,beaucoup
de nouvelles applications des donnees de teledetec¬
tion sont plus pres de la vision par ordinateur et exi-
gent la connaissance des rapport spatiaux et structu-
raux complexes parmi des objets d'image.
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